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SINGAPORE OR THE REVOLUTION OF TERRITORY 
PART ONE: THE HYPOTHESIS 

by 

Rodolphe DE KONINCK 

Département de géographie, 
Université Laval, Sainte-Foy (Québec), G1K 7P4 

And it is said that in laying down the laws, the 
legislator must hâve his attention fixed on two 
things, the territory and the population v 

Aristotle, Politics, II, 3, 20 

THE SINGAPOREAN OVERHAULING 

Over the last three décades, the society, the economy and the territory of the island 
Republic of Singapore hâve been the object of fundamental changes. The City State's 
transition from, in the late fifties, the status of a problem-riddied colonial leftover, to 
that of a disciplined, efficient and, if a bit vulnérable, developed country has of course 
been scrutinized. Several studies hâve shown how the problem of urban decay (You, 
1957; Kaye, 1960) has been essentially resolved through a massive state-sponsored 
programme (H.D.B.,1986). Others hâve shown how the faltering economy (Buchanan, 
1972) itself has been overhauled and continues to be redirected to adapt to the vagaries 
of the world economy (M.T.I., 1986) ; or how the very people of Singapore hâve been 
closely Republic-trained in a manner which is sometimes reminiscent of some of 
Socrate's precepts laid out in Plato's Republic2! Yet others hâve illustrated how the 
territory of Singapore — about 640 km2 — is being extended, to a point where it is 
"growing" at a faster rate than the country's population which, in 1988, stands at about 
2,65 millions. 

Most authors agrée that the results of the overhaul are generally positive, at least in 
the sensé that the gênerai material and social conditions of living (housing, health, 
éducation, consumption) hâve greatly improved, to a point where, in ail those fields, 
the country is well ahead of its neighbours. 

THE INTERPRETATIONS OF SINGAPORE'S SUCCESSES 

There is of course no unanimity among the observers of the Singaporean experiment 
as to what are the fundamental reasons behind its successes. Yet a certain number of 
factors are constantly referred to, whether they are singled out or combined in various 
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ways. To the risk of oversimplifying thèse interprétations which in some ways are also 
illustrations of the Singaporean achievements — what I hâve called elsewhere la 
révolution des fonctions (De Koninck, 1991) —, one could group them under four 
distinct, yet often overlapping catégories. 

First, there is the political explanation. This refers both to the gênerai political 
context under which Singapore has evolved since its access to internai autonomy in 
1959, its intégration into the newly created fédération of Malaysia in 1963 and its 
séparation from it in 1965 ; and to the way it has been led through this évolution by a 
breed of exceptionally skillful politicians. Thèse are the prominent members of the 
People's Action Party, in power since internai autonomy was granted, but also and 
perhaps foremost its leader, the Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew who has also remained at 
the helm since that date. The skill and the pragmatism of thèse leaders hâve been well 
analysed (for example Chan, 1976 and Mauzy, 1987) : in fact, it is évident that their rôle 
in defining a Singaporean ideology and in providing political leadership has been 
crucial to the nation's achievements and remains so to this day. 

The second explanation could be called technocratie. By this is understood the 
actual implementation of development policies. The responsibility to define and 
administer thèse policies, many of which were bred in the minds of the political leaders, 
has been in the hands of an exceptionally compétent group of technocrats and 
planners. Several studies hâve illustrated how most of the Singaporean development 
projects hâve been implemented with honesty, compétence and efficiency (Ooi and 
Chiang, 1969; You and Lim, 1971; Chen, 1983). Even if mistakes were made, for 
example in some of the initial housing estâtes, thèse hâve usually been corrected, to a 
point where a f undamental characteristic of the Singaporean planning implementation 
appears to be its capacity for adaptation. In fact, while Singapore can be considered as 
one of the most closely planned societies in the world, it is also one of the most 
versatile : goals and planning procédures are constantly being redefined. The country's 
stability rests on a form of permanent mobility. 

This could be said in particular about a more narrow or at least a more spécifie 
élément of the development process: the economy. As a third factor, Singapore's 
économie record has indeed been impressive. It has undergone an accelerated 
reconversion in a context where entirely new industrial sectors hâve been developed 
and foreign investment has been attracted on a large scale. The trading function has 
remained important but only thanks to a massive development of Singapore's harbor 
facilities, with the resuit that its five terminais handled a volume of 120 million tons of 
goods in 1986 as compared to 60 in 1976. More than half of this trade is accounted for 
by petroleum and petroleum related products, Singapore having become a major 
refining centre. The electronics industry, the communication and banking sectors, ail 
thèse are being rapidiy developed (Krause et al, 1987). Notwithstanding a near 
recession in 1985 and 1986, the economy keeps a solid growth rate and the population's 
standard of living is growing just as steadily while maintaining the highest per capita 
savings rate in the world (42%; M.T.I., 1986, p. 10). 

Thèse remarkable achievements are in turn often attributed to a set of social, 
ideological and cultural factors. The social and ideological ones are often grouped 
under the heading of social monitoring, considered hère as the fourth factor. This 
includes various forms of mobilisation and social control that hâve been applied with 
great skill and with exceptional détermination (Margolin, 1989). There is no doubt that, 
as a resuit, civic discipline, professional achievement seeking, extensive consumerism 
and political démobilisation hâve become widespread in Singapore. 
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As for the closely related cultural factor, the fifth one, it refers to the so-called 
Confucian values. It is frequently presented in the literature as an explanation of the 
économie successes of the various little and médium size dragons of the East3. This 
type of explanation which deals with technical skills, moral values, family, discipline, 
respect of authority, etc. could also be considered as a récognition of the importance of 
ideological factors. With référence to Singapore, the cultural hypothesis can be found 
inMargolin (1986) and Régnier (1987) in particular, but also in Mauzy (1987). Itisworth 
noting that the emphasis on Chinese and Confucian values as a possible fundamental 
source of explanation of political and économie behaviour is particularly widespread 
among western observers. 

But in total, however refined and elaborate the descriptions and explanations of 
the Singaporean development experiment, few if any authors seem to recognize the 
central rôle that spatial changes hâve played. Of course, nobody can fail to notice the 
evolving landscapes of the City State. But ail observers, with the partial exception of 
Goldblum (1986), seem to consider thèse impressive changes as mère conséquences 
of the development process, or simply inévitable considering the island's limited size 
(De Koninck, 1990). 

THE TERRITORIAL REVOLUTION 

The very relief of the island of Singapore and of its neighbouring islands has been 
and continues to be modified : hills hâve been eut down to fill swamps, for example on 
the Jurong side, or to extend the shore lines. In fact, Singapore is being polderized : its 
coastline iseverchanging (Wong, 1985), notonly through land filling but also because 
of the transformation of its major estuaries into fresh water réservoirs. This is associated 
with even greater changes in land use. What with the development of large housing 
estâtes — which now account for 85% of the country's population — and of industrial 
parks, including the largest one in Southeast Asia (Jurong Industrial Estate) and thé 
phasing out of land based food production — which had become crucial during the 
transition period (De Koninck, 1975) —, the face of the island is changing in colour! 
While the former countryside of "mainland" Singapore is increasingly urbanized and 
being serviced by a massive transportation network4, the urban landscapes are being 
"greened". Between 1970 and 1985, over 600000 trees were planted (M.CI., 1987, 
p. 195). 

Even if the Repulic of Singapore is extending the size of its national territory to a 
point where at least 20 square kilometers were gained over the last three décades, its 
needs appear greater than its capacity to grow spatially5! So the City State is 
increasingly exporting some of its activities. Not only is mariculture developing rapidly 
in the Singaporean waters, pig rearing, once a major activity on the island is now being 
contracted out to farmers producing for the Singapore market on some not too distant 
Indonesian islands. Much of Singapore's fresh water, notwithstanding its efforts at 
developing its own réservoirs (which cover 60 km2), cornes from the Malaysian 
mainland. The Republic's industrial sector is also taking in another Indonesian island, 
in the sensé that much of the development of the f ree trade zone on Batam (20 km to the 
southwest) iscontrolled by Singaporean interests (Régnier, 1987, p. 221 sq). Finalrythe 
Singapore Armed Forces hâve access to the jungles of Brunei for their training 
activities. 

But ail this territorial "expansion" should not hide the fact that it is first and 
foremost the very territory, the very environment of the City State which is constantly 
being overhauled. Singapore is indeed the site of a permanent territorial révolution. 
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SINGAPORE: TOWARDS A REVOLUTION OF TERRITORY 

1819-1823 
Establishment of a trading post as 
part of the British commercial network 
between Calcutta and Canton. 

1824-1959 
Success of the emporium with the 
further expansion of commercial 
networks. 
Collapse of «Fortress Singapore» 
following the Japanese conquest of 
1942, urban decay and the 
announcement of the British military 
withdrawal. 
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SINCETHEEARLYSIXTIES... 
After the attainment of internai 
authonomy (1959) and the ephemeral 
insertion in the Fédération of Malaysia 
(1963-1965), the Republic of Singapore 
is created (1965). The entire 
commercial and industrial functions of 
the island republic are redefined as the 
British are withdrawing. This results in a 
total integretation of Singapore's 
economy into the world System. 
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MODERN BEGINNINGS 

Arrivai of immigrants 

Formation of ethnie sections 

Development of the harbour 

Establishment of a botanical garden PHI 
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This means diking of estuaries, création of 
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THE TERRITORIAL HYPOTHESIS 

So, rather than consider this territorial révolution as a mère conséquence of 
Singapore's overall évolution, the suggestion hère is that it should be considered as a 
fundamental factor. The Singapore population lives on a mobile territory : the carpet on 
which it stands, so to speak, is constantly, daily, being displaced even pulled from 
under its feet. This repeated displacement of places is such that traditional référence 
points, whethercultural orethnic, social or local are weakened. Notwithstanding forrns 
of cultural persistenceor résistance (De Koninck, 1972;Cheng, 1985; Siddique, 1982; 
Clammer, 1985), spatial security exists at only one level, one scale : that of the State as a 
whole in its territorial form. There lies the central hypothesis, namely that the Singaporean 
population's adhésion to the Republican project is linked to the permanent spatial 
insecurity — both internai and external — that characterizes the nation. Just as a 
cultural révolution can carry away peoples' minds and hearts, the permanent upheaval 
of a community's spatial basis leaves it in a state of vulnerability, of readiness. This 
readiness can be maintained, even reproduced to the extent that some form of external 
threat — whether political : from the neighbouring countries ; whether économie : the 
world market — exists or is perceived as existing. In other words, the interprétation in 
Gramscian terms of the hegemony of the Singapore State, as proposed by Clammer 
(1985, p. 160), is insufficient. It must also refer to territorial "manipulation", whether it 
be conscious or not, planned or unplanned. 

Short of undertaking a massive survey of "topophilia" among the Singapore 
résidents, theterritorial explanation cannot beverified assuch. Its validity can however 
be emphasized through a systematic survey of the spatial and environmental changes 
that hâve been implemented in Singapore since 1819 and particularly since 1959. 
Essentially based on a comparative analysis of various maps, plans and photographs 
produced over the last thirty years, the record of Singapore's everlasting spatial 
changes and territorial dynamism should serve to illustrate the phénoménal extent of 
what has been a most resolute overhaul. It should also serve to suggest how successful 
political management does not only rely on political, ideological and social stratégies 
but also on territorial ones. And also, perhaps, that the wisdom at work hère is not only 
Confucian but even more universal, to the extent that Aristotle's criticism of Plato's 
Laws can be considered as such. 
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NOTES 

1 It should be pointed out hère that the statement drawn from the Politics cornes from a 
section where Aristotle is debating a passage from Plato's Laws (II, 704-709). His référence to 
"territory", often translated in English by the word "country" is meant to include both the national 
territory as well as that of the neighbouring countries. 
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2 As far as I know, the wording used hère to refer to the disciplined society is not common. 
Yet, the close social monitoring of the Singaporean population is well documented (for example 
Hassan, 1976). Passages in the Republic pertinent to the Singapore experiment can be found in 
book V : the most interesting ones concern the unity of the City and the reproduction of the élite. 

3 See for example Hofheinz and Calder, 1982; Chaponnière, 1985; Vandermeersch, 1986; 
Holbrookeef al, 1988. 

4 In August 1987, during an average day, Singapore was the site of 110 active road 
construction projects (Straits Times, 24.08.87, p. 7). 

5 This process had intact begun justafterthe 1819 founding of Singapore by Raffles. In the 
years that followed, the shores at the mouth of the Singapore River were in fact filled in and 
extended (Wong, 1985; Collis, 1966). The growth of the Republic's land mass is still considered 
essential by the Singapore planners. See for example the récent déclaration by the National 
Development Minister, reported in the weekly overseas édition of the Straits TVmes (16 September 
1989), concerning an additional 15% increase of the Republic's size before the end of the century. 
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